Co-evolution of the genetic code and ribozyme replication.
The origin of translation has stimulated much discussion since the basic processes involved were deciphered during the 1960s and 1970s. One strand of thought suggested that the process originated from RNA replication in the RNA world (Weiner & Maizels, 1987, 1994). In this paper I seek to extend this model. The mRNA originates as a replication intermediate of minus-strand ribozyme replication and thus contains all the genetic information contained in both the ribozyme portion and the putative tRNA-like portion of the RNA molecule. Qualitatively, this is similar to the model for the origin of chromosomes (Szathmary & Maynard-Smith, 1993, Maynard-Smith & Szathmary, 1993). This model explicitly describes the evolution of early chromosomes and the role replication played in generating the modern mRNA. Moreover, by pursuing this model, the START and STOP codons were derived and their original function with regard to the primitive 23S ribosomal RNA is suggested. Co-evolution of the genetic code (Wong, 1975) is also contained within the model. Lastly, I address some of the benefits and costs that the process may have for the organism in the context of autotrophy in the RNA world.